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web sep 16 2020   we use most many some with plural nouns when we do not have a particular group in mind
we use most of many of some of with plural nouns when we are describing part of a particular group the clue
is the definite article the which makes the noun specific rather than general web most is used to talk about an
unspecific group of people or things in general most people lie when it is hard to accept the truth most girls
are 5 foot 4 inches tall most of is used to talk about specific people or things of a certain group most of his
students passed the test i donated most of my books to the library web most of students in my class practice
sports most of the students in my class practice sports most of this information is not true we can also use
most of object pronoun most of us come from poor families they arrested most of them be careful with this
common mistake we say most or most of not the most to talk about the majority of web when we are talking
about the majority of something in general we use most noun when we are talking about the majority of a
specific set of something we use most of web the correct answer is why to explain let s look at each sentence
individually some hair is grey the word some is called a quantifier because it tells you the quantity how much
of something other quantifiers include all most many few little and none when we talk about something in
general we use the structure quantifier noun web apr 1 2022   2 answers sorted by 34 who is a subjective
pronoun it is used in the place of a subject in a sentence or phrase for example who is coming to dinner who is
the subject whom is an objective pronoun it is used in the place of an object in a sentence or phrase for
example with whom are you coming to dinner web when speaking in general we use most to refer to a quantity
of an unspecific group of people or things below most is a determiner a quantifier to the subject noun
determiners such as a the this some most and every are placed before the noun see determiner list web 1
answer sorted by 3 it depends on the context use most to refer to a quantity of an unspecific group we use
most when we are speaking in general and do not have a specific group of people or things in mind most
students pass the test speaking generally about an undefined population web feb 5 2013   ask question asked
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11 years 2 months ago modified 9 years 8 months ago viewed 11k times 4 during most of history humans were
too busy to think about thought why is most of history correct in the above sentence i could understand the
difference between most of the people and most people problem is why most of web sep 8 2013   most cheese
is made from milk 2 most of england was under water 3 most people like movies 4 most people in switzerland
can speak french 5 she has eaten most of that cake 6 she wasn t as intelligent as her sisters but she was the
most beautiful 7 most of my friends are non smokers 8 most of us were impressed with
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most or most of here s how to remember cambridge english Mar 29 2024 web sep 16 2020   we use most many
some with plural nouns when we do not have a particular group in mind we use most of many of some of with
plural nouns when we are describing part of a particular group the clue is the definite article the which makes
the noun specific rather than general
most vs most of in english grammar langeek Feb 28 2024 web most is used to talk about an unspecific group of
people or things in general most people lie when it is hard to accept the truth most girls are 5 foot 4 inches tall
most of is used to talk about specific people or things of a certain group most of his students passed the test i
donated most of my books to the library
most most of the most test english Jan 27 2024 web most of students in my class practice sports most of
the students in my class practice sports most of this information is not true we can also use most of object
pronoun most of us come from poor families they arrested most of them be careful with this common mistake
we say most or most of not the most to talk about the majority of
most the most mostly grammar cambridge dictionary Dec 26 2023 web when we are talking about the
majority of something in general we use most noun when we are talking about the majority of a specific set of
something we use most of
some or some of most or most of quantifiers grammar Nov 25 2023 web the correct answer is why to
explain let s look at each sentence individually some hair is grey the word some is called a quantifier because
it tells you the quantity how much of something other quantifiers include all most many few little and none
when we talk about something in general we use the structure quantifier noun
most of which or most of whom or most of who Oct 24 2023 web apr 1 2022   2 answers sorted by 34 who
is a subjective pronoun it is used in the place of a subject in a sentence or phrase for example who is coming to
dinner who is the subject whom is an objective pronoun it is used in the place of an object in a sentence or
phrase for example with whom are you coming to dinner
most vs most of the grammar quizzes Sep 23 2023 web when speaking in general we use most to refer to a
quantity of an unspecific group of people or things below most is a determiner a quantifier to the subject noun
determiners such as a the this some most and every are placed before the noun see determiner list
what s the difference between most most of and almost Aug 22 2023 web 1 answer sorted by 3 it depends on
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the context use most to refer to a quantity of an unspecific group we use most when we are speaking in
general and do not have a specific group of people or things in mind most students pass the test speaking
generally about an undefined population
most vs most of english language usage stack exchange Jul 21 2023 web feb 5 2013   ask question asked
11 years 2 months ago modified 9 years 8 months ago viewed 11k times 4 during most of history humans were
too busy to think about thought why is most of history correct in the above sentence i could understand the
difference between most of the people and most people problem is why most of
most and most of grammar exercise home of english grammar Jun 20 2023 web sep 8 2013   most cheese is
made from milk 2 most of england was under water 3 most people like movies 4 most people in switzerland
can speak french 5 she has eaten most of that cake 6 she wasn t as intelligent as her sisters but she was the
most beautiful 7 most of my friends are non smokers 8 most of us were impressed with
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